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Abstract

Weighted clustering algorithm (WCA) is an important Clustering Algorithm in mobile
ad hoc network (MANET). This paper conducts the research on WCA algorithm and
nodes parameters, and introduces GA-WCA based on improving WCA by Genetic
algorithm. GA-WCA is able to quickly potion cluster head node of the grouping and forms
the stable clustering set between nodes, which will improve the validity and stability of
MANET. This paper simulates on GA-WCA by NS3, the result indicates that GA-WAC is
more effectively to form stable grouping than WCA, lowers the information updating
expenses of the grouping network, and optimizes the usage of network bandwidth. GAWCA effectively improves the MANET availability and survivability.
Keywords: Clustering, Genetic algorithm, MANET, WCA

1. Introduction
The architecture of mobile ad hoc network can be flat or hierarchical. For the MANET
with flat architecture, function and status of all nodes in network are the same and its
biggest advantage is that structure is simple and source node can communicate with
destination node as long as there is route between them. However, flat MANET has poor
scalability. Some papers [1-2] pointed out even in an ideal environment, the throughput of
each node still decrease with the increasing number of nodes in network. But the using of
clustering is a good method to extend MANET. Hierarchical network architecture is
capable of dynamically adapt the change of network structure. The head node within a
group is responsible for establishing cluster and maintaining network topology, as well as
make resource allocation for other nodes within the same cluster. Due to the mobility of
nodes in MANET, joining cluster or leaving cluster of a node will both affect the stability
of the cluster, but at the same time, frequent changes of head node will affect protocol
performance that reply on head node. Therefore, clustering MANET is the main problem
for designing hierarchical network architecture.
In related research of MANET, research on clustering algorithm in hierarchical
MANET is a very important and cutting-edge issue. Many universities and research
institutions continue to do this challenging research project. As far as the currently
disclosed literature and technical information, main clustering algorithms in MANET are
LCA [3], MinID [4-5], MAX-Degree [6-7], DCA [8-10], WCA [11-14] and so on. LCA is
a groundbreaking clustering algorithm proposed by Baker et al., and it is a clustering
algorithm for high frequency communication network of task force. LCA can
conveniently construct clustering structure, but will produce excessive cluster head nodes,
especially when the node ID is linear ascending order. MinID proposed by Grela and Tsai
made some improvements to LCA algorithm and further reduced the number of head
nodes. Calculation amount of this clustering algorithm is small and easy to implement. In
addition, its convergence speed is also fast. Update frequency of head nodes in this
algorithm is slow and spending to maintain this cluster is small. However, the
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disadvantage of this algorithm is that it is prone to choose those nodes with smaller ID as
head nodes, resulting in these nodes consume more battery power, thus shortening the
time that the entire network begin to segment. In addition, this algorithm also did not
consider factors such as load balancing. MAX-Degree referred the methods to choose
router in Internet and chose those nodes with highest degree (having most neighboring
nodes) as head nodes. When degree is the same, choose the nodes with smallest ID as
head nodes, the first hop node of head node becomes ordinary member node of this
cluster. Although this algorithm can reduce the number of clusters and the transfer delay
of packet, because the algorithm does not limit the number of nodes in cluster, when the
number of nodes is excessive, throughput of each customer node will decrease sharply. In
addition, when the mobility of node is strong, the update frequency of head nodes will
increase sharply, resulting in huge maintenance cost. Distributed Clustering Algorithm
(DCA) is similar to MinID, but DCA chooses head node according to the weights of
nodes, which means the greater the weight of node is, the higher priority of node is. With
this algorithm, head node can be uniformly dispersed in various parts of the network, but
due to the periodicity of algorithm execution, single mapping of weights, nodes cannot
move especially during the execution of the algorithm and low adaptation to mobility, all
those defects limit the application environment and scale of this algorithm. WCA is an ondemand distributed generation clustering algorithm. Electoral process of WCA clustering
algorithm is not periodical and update frequency is low, thus it can maintain the stability
of network and reduce the cost of computation and communication. In WCA, when all the
head nodes that form extreme cases form a linear plot, it cannot search multiple cluster
parallel and thus route searching time will increase linearly, because communication
between cluster can only search one cluster when search destination node. Because WCA
has wide application in hierarchy architecture in MANET, this paper retained the
advantage of WCA and used genetic algorithm to search head nodes parallel and revised
WCA to GA-WCA, considering the disadvantage of WCA.

2. Weighted Clustering Algorithm
WCA is an on-demand, distributed, weight-based MANET clustering algorithm. It
considered ideal node density, battery power and its combination effect, flexible
allocation and its weight factor of nodes when choosing head nodes. WCA can
dynamically adapt to the continually change of MANET topology and limit the number of
member nodes that head nodes deal with, which makes MAC function not decline. WCA
will be executed only when needed, which means when node is neither head node nor
belongs to any cluster, WCA will be executed, in order to reduce the computation and
communication cost.
The process of choosing head node in WCA is as following:
Step 1: Search the neighboring nodes of each node v (nodes within its transmission
coverage). The number of neighboring nodes of node v is defined as v ,density d v ,
which is formulation (1), where

dv  N v  

tx range represents transmission distance.

 dist(v ',v )  tx range

v 'V ,v 'v

(1)

Step 2: Calculate the density difference v of each node v .

v  dv  

(2)
Step 3: Calculate the sum of distance between each node v and its all neighboring
nodes.

Dv 

 dist v ,v '

v 'N (v )

32

(3)
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Step 4: Calculate the average moving speed M v of each node v till current time T,
where (X t ,Yt ) and (X t 1 ,Yt 1 ) represent the position coordinates of node v at time (t )
and (t  1) respectively. M v is the quantitative measure of node mobility.

Mv 

1

T

T


i
1

(X t  X t 1 )2  (Yt  Yt 1 )2
(4)

Step 5: Calculate the cumulative time Pv of node v as head node. Pv represents the
consuming battery power of node v . Assuming the battery power of head node is more
than ordinary node’s.
Step 6: Calculate the combination weight Wv if each node v , where

w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , w 4 represent node density, distance, mobility and weight factor of battery
power respectively.

Wv  w 1v  w 2Dv  w 3M v  w 4Pv

(5)
Step 7: Choose the node with smallest combination weight as head node. The nodes
that are head node’s neighboring node withdraw from the election of head node.
Step 8: repeat Step 2 to 7, cluster the nodes that are neither head node nor in any
cluster in network.

3. Genetic-Algorithm-Based Weighted Clustering Algorithm
Genetic algorithm is recognized as one of the effective method to solve NP problems
and is widely applied in combinatorial optimization, machine learning, signal processing,
self-adaptive control and artificial life, and made many remarkable achievements.
Applying genetic algorithm into MANET to optimize clustering can achieve better
results.
In order to improve the searching speed to head node of this algorithm , before the
formal formation of cluster, build a virtual cluster from a certain node and its neighboring
nodes within two hop and head node is not decided. In clustering process of GA-WCA,
use genetic algorithm to search in a virtual cluster and at the same time, also hope that this
algorithm can converge as soon as possible in order to save the battery energy of node and
improve the surviving ability of clustering. Therefore, basic genetic algorithm has to
adapt and improve to meet these objectives.
3.1. Genetic Algorithm Process
Initial cluster: Initial population of traditional genetic algorithm is randomly generated,
and thus the quality of initial population is random, which is anachronistic in the
clustering of MANET. The initial population is based on virtual clustering and randomly
generated an initial individual in initial population and in this way it can ensure the
difference between individuals and evenly distributed in the solution space, which
improved the possibility of searching the global optimal that converge and the calculation
amount is not that much.
Random Genetic Inheritance Strategy: In genetic manipulation, it may cause the loss of
good genes, resulting in solving process becomes slow or fall into local optimum, and
thus making the calculation amount of node too excessive and lead to excessive energy
consumption, which is not conductive to the stability of network. To overcome such
drawbacks, in the evolutionary process, it need to replace the bad individual with good
one, in order to reduce the loss of good genes. In actual operation, choose two worst
individuals in each generation and use the best individual of current generation to the best
individual so far to replace them. In order to prevent the destruction of causal factors in
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selection, crossover and mutation from leading to loss of best individuals of parent
generation in the next generation, it also uses the individual preservation method, which is
not selecting and crossover the individuals with highest adaptability in parent generation
and directly copied to the next generation. This selection method not only ensures the
breadth of offspring on the solution spatial distribution, but also the adaptability of
offspring, thus can greatly improve the operating efficiency of genetic algorithm.
The adaptive adjustment of crossover probability and mutation probability: The selfadaptability of crossover possibility Pc and mutation possibility Pm is also one of the
effective means to improve the searching efficiency of genetic algorithm. Used adaption
formulation of crossover possibility and mutation possibility is as following:


(Pc 1  Pc 2 )  (f 'favg )
 Pc1 
Pc  
fmax  favg
P
 c1

(Pm 1  Pm 2 )  (f 'favg )
Pm 1 
Pm  
fmax  favg
P
 m1

f ' favg
f ' favg

(6)

f  favg
f  favg

(7)

In the formulation, Pc1  0.9 , Pc 2  0.6 , Pm 1  0.1 , Pm 2  0.01 , fmax and avg
represent the biggest adaptability and average adaptability in each generation respectively.

f

f 'is the bigger adaptability in parent generation before crossover operation and f is the
adaptability of mutation individual. After adjustment, reduce the Pc and P m of highquality individual and make the algorithm converge as quickly as possible. In addition,
improving the adaptability that are lower than average adaptability can prevent algorithm
from falling into local optimum.
Improvements to adaptability function: Average adaptability of population
variance  are defined respectively:

favg 

N

fi / N

i
1

 

N

(fi

i

favg and

(8)

 favg )2 / N

1

(9)

And adjust the individual adaptability:

fi ' fi  (favg  c   )

(10)

where fi is the adaptability of individual i , N is the population scale, fi 'is the
adaptability of adjusted individual i , c  2 .
If adjusted individual adaptability is smaller than 0, then make it zero. Adaptability is a
measure of the pros and cons of individual and above adjustment reduced the selection
probability of calculating early privileged individuals and avoid the prematurity because
of the excessive number of privileged individuals.
Termination Condition: In order to avoid excessive energy consumption of nodes,
where taking the largest hereditary algebra T and the best individual fitness value to
continuously maintain to retain the algebraic T ' is judged by a combination of
evolutionary conditions of termination. Search for optimal solutions within a given
hereditary algebra limited range, and determine whether the solution after several
iterations later still the best, then launch evolution, or continue to search until the best
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individual to meet the minimum retention algebra. If the maximum genetic algebra, the
direct output current optimal solution obtain.
3.2. The Basic Describe of the Algorithm
Algorithm implementation process is divided into two steps: initialization process and
the clustering process. Initialization process clustering provides the necessary support
parameters to genetic algorithm. The main steps are as follows:
Procedure Node_Clustering(node)
begin
if(node has no neighbors)
{
Initiate_Cluster();
node_status=CLUSTER_HEAD;
}
else
{
Node_status=UNCLUSTERED
for(each neighbors N)
if(node_ID== genetic_clustering(N))
node_status = CLUSTER_HEAD;
else
node_status = CLUSTER_MEMBER;
)
end

Figure 1. GAC Pseudo-Code
Initialization process : Switch node ID among nodes, the average velocity magnitude
v, the direction of velocity evaluation, the node position coordinates (x ,y ), through the
exchange of information, nodes can get neighbor nodes set their N , according to the
formula (1) - (5) to get some basic parameters, initialize to provide the genetic algorithm
clustering.
Clustering process: Use a Formula as the objective function, optimal returns based on
genetic algorithm CH node, if the node ID is the equivalent of the best group CH node,
the node is a cluster head node, the other nodes are CM nodes. Figure 1 shows the
pseudo-code node clustering based on genetic algorithm.

Min(WV )  w 1v  w 2Dv  w 3M v  w 4Pv

(11)
Clustering Maintenance: After the completion of clustering, MANET topology is
changing, node leave and joint will bring change of clustering structure, every change of
clustering structure leads to the cost of computing and communication, in this respect ,
need to design a strategy to reduce the clustering change to maintain clustering. Node by
periodically "hello" control message updates the neighbor node table, and set a time limit
T, the group is not received within the adjacent node "hello" message within the time T, it
shows that it has become isolated nodes of the cluster, If this node is CM node, then try to
join an existing group, If it cannot join the group, then establish their own cluster; if this
node is CH node, then start genetic algorithm to re-clustering.

4. Simulation and Discussion
4.1. Performance Indicator
You can follow a variety of measures to evaluate the genetic algorithm clustering
strategy. Measuring is roughly divided into two different types, one is measuring the
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dynamic response characteristics of clustering algorithms, such as clustering stability,
efficiency agreement; the second is to measure the performance of the packet level, such
as latency and throughput. The way to test the effectiveness of genetic clustering
algorithm through simulation, using the average performance evaluation. The average
performance including the average size of nodes, the probability of participating
clustering nodes, the average residence time in a given cluster, the average cluster
survival time, the processing rate of controlling message of each node.
4.2. Experimental Parameter Setting
Table 1. Parameter Setting
Parameters
Simulation range
Number of Nodes
Motion Model
Data Transmision rate
Wireless channel bandwidth
Data channel packet size
Control channel packet size
Transmission range
Movement speed Max_Disp

Value
100m100m
Fixed at 200
Random walk Mobility Model
1Mbps
11Mbps
512Bytes
128Bytes
0~80
1~10

Based on the above discussion, develop a simulation model to assess the stability and
efficiency of genetic clustering algorithm. Simulation model construct a MANET model,
simulate to genetic clustering algorithm based on NS3, simulation parameters as shown in
Table I. After the simulation begins, immediately move all nodes in random Ad Hoc
mobility model. The average speed of the mobile node is 5.0 ~ 25.0Km / h, the scene
range of simulation node is set to 1000m * 1000m, in the time frame, the moving speed of
each node is normally distributed, the direction is random, each node in the random time
change its moving direction and moving speed. Each simulation, within 1 hour
observation time, one sample per second network status, collect experimental data. To
exclude the effect of the moment, every two hours beginning of the experiment does not
collect data.
4.3. Simulation Results
As shown is Figure 2, the average number of nodes as the CH transmission distance
increases and decreases, as the WCA does not limit the size of the group, so that a sharp
increase in the load of the cluster head in a relatively large radius, and GA-WCA group
size is not restricted, but the first node of each cluster is the strongest overall performance
in nodes, therefore, it can achieve an ideal result. With increasing radius, reducing delete
nodes, the rule set update rate decreases, GA-WCA algorithm can enhance the stability of
the cluster.
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Figure 2. Number of Clusters

Figure 3. Number of Rejoining
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Figure 4. Cluster Update Rate

Figure 5. Number of Clusters
Figure 3, Figure 4 show a comparison of clustering stability, the radius increases, the
node delete reduces, the rule set update rate decreases, GA-WCA algorithm can enhance
the stability of the cluster.
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Figure 6. Number of Rejoining

5. Conclusions
Clustering structure is a good choice for massive MANET structure to further improve
the performance of MANET. So it is necessary to quickly cluster the network nodes, keep
the stability of the clustering structure, and reduce the cost of maintenance clustering and
network routing in this structure. For the above objectives, this paper proposes a
clustering algorithm based on genetic algorithm. GA-WCA conducts clustering
optimization from MANET and optimizes by combinating CH power into the algorithm.
The simulation result indicates that GA-WCA is based on WCA, but is prior to it.
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